Online social media have become an integral part of our social beings. Analyzing conversations in social media platforms can lead to complex probabilistic models to understand social interaction networks. In this paper, we present a modeling approach for characterizing social interaction networks by jointly inferring user communities and interests based on social media interactions. We present several pattern inference models: (1) interest pattern model (IPM) captures population level interaction topics, (2) user interest pattern model (UIPM) captures user specific interaction topics, and (3) community interest pattern model (CIPM) captures both community structures and user interests. We test our methods on Twitter data collected from Purdue University community. From our model results, we observe the interaction topics and communities related to two big events within Purdue University community, namely Purdue Day of Giving and Senator Bernie Sanders' visit to Purdue University as part of Indiana Primary Election 2016. Constructing social interaction networks based on user interactions accounts for the similarity of users' interactions on various topics of interest and indicates their community belonging further beyond connectivity. We observed that the degree-distributions of such networks follow power-law that is indicative of the existence of fewer nodes in the network with higher levels of interactions, and many other nodes with less interaction. We also discuss the application of such networks as a useful tool to effectively disseminate specific information to the target audience towards planning any large-scale events and demonstrate how to single out specific nodes in a given community by running network algorithms.
Introduction
The emergence of online social media such as Facebook, Twitter etc. have created ubiquitous social environments. Users can interact with such systems by being friends with others, updating statuses, posting interesting links, mentioning other users in their statuses or posts, commenting or liking others' posts, privately communicating with their connections and in many other ways depending on the type of the system. User interactions within these systems help to construct a network of user relationships representing links of direct social influence. In such a network, two users are connected if they interact with each other or establish a friendship between them. Thus a social interaction network is defined as a network of nodes and links, where nodes consist of the users of a particular online social media system and links are established if two nodes have some form of interaction between them.
An individual's connections and activities in a social interaction network enable us to understand the social influence on real world actions. Such knowledge is invaluable for predicting human actions in real world through a social network amplification (Korolov et al. 2015; Kryvasheyeu et al. 2016) . User activity in social media has shown its prevalence in recent years, for instance every second over 143K tweets are being generated on Twitter (Krikorian 2013) . As such the world population is more connected and reachable now than ever before and the ease in information sharing and the ability to instigate others have primarily contributed to such connectivity all over the world. However, the purpose and context of the online activity on social media platforms, such as Facebook and Twitter, may vary from user to user. For example, users' check-in activity can be referred to as distinct from what users' post or share to disseminate any specific information. One specific feature of such information sharing activity is the ability of users' in mentioning (direct mentions, retweets, and replies) others that they follow. Twitter shows both the characteristics of a social network and an informational network (Myers et al. 2014 ) and users can share short messages up to 140 characters along with the ability to follow others. While the information network properties of Twitter instigate information contagion globally, the social network properties allows access to geographically and personally relevant information (Kryvasheyeu et al. 2016) .
Unlike ego-centric graphs that represent more offline personal networks with limited scope (Sadri 2016; Sadri et al. 2015 Sadri et al. , 2017b Rezende et al. 2016) , studies have started to acknowledge the potential and need to utilize the rich information on user activities and networks that social media systems provide (Sadri et al. 2017a (Sadri et al. , 2018a (Sadri et al. , 2018b . The benefits to collect, analyze and use such large-scale and rich information from online information sources have been realized (Lazer et al. 2009 ). For instance, many researchers used Twitter to study the earthquake response service characteristics (Guy et al. 2010; Li and Rao 2010) , retweeting activity (Kogan et al. 2015; Starbird and Palen 2010) , situational awareness (Power et al. 2014; Vieweg et al. 2010) , virality prediction (Weng et al. 2013) , online communication of emergency responders (Hughes et al. 2014 ), text classification and event detection (Caragea et al. 2011; Earle et al. 2012; Imran et al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2014; Sakaki et al. 2010) , devise sensor techniques for early awareness (Kryvasheyeu et al. 2015) , human mobility Taylor 2014, 2015) , and disaster relief efforts (Gao et al. 2011) .
Recently, transportation researchers used these data sources extensively for problems related to human mobility patterns , origin-destination demand estimation (Cebelak 2013; Chen and Mahmassani 2016; Jin et al. 2014; Lee et al. 2016a; Yang et al. 2014) , activitypattern modeling Ukkusuri 2014, 2015; Lee et al. 2016b; Zhao and Zhang 2016) , social influence in activity patterns, travel survey methods Maghrebi et al. 2015) , transit service characteristics (Collins et al. 2013) , and crisis informatics among others. Although a recent study explored user interaction and social influence for tobacco-oriented social networks in social media (Liang et al. 2015) , the empirical literature does not provide any specific evidence on how to systematically extract user communities of social interaction networks from social media or similar social sharing platforms. Unlike conventional graph-based community detection approaches that focus on partitioning the entire network into communities many ties within communities and fewer ties between (Fortunato 2010; Newman and Girvan 2004; Zhao et al. 2011; Ferrara 2012) , this study makes use of the user interactions evolving over social media to predict user communities having common topics of interest.
Understanding social interaction networks has various applications such as effective information dissemination in local communities and managing planned special events. Information dissemination is the proactive distribution of information and spreading awareness to every individual within a community. It requires systematic planning, collection, organization, and delivery techniques before circulating to the target audience using different media and communication means. Successful spreading of awareness to every individual in a community depends on an effective information dissemination process (Cutter and Finch 2008; Helbing 2013; Vespignani 2009 ). Information dissemination thus constitutes an important and critical factor for the success of organizing Planned Special Events (PSE) that include large sporting events, concerts, conventions and similar events at specific venues such as stadiums, convention centers and others. Because of specific locations and times of occurrence, PSEs are associated with operational needs that can be anticipated and managed in advance (Latoski et al. 2003) .
This paper presents methods for inferring user communities and interests to characterize social interaction networks from online social media data. By analyzing human interactions in social media platforms, it is now possible to develop complex probabilistic models to identify communities and topics of human social interactions. These communities of direct social influence would be important channels for a number of key stakeholders to target and effectively disseminate information for managing events in real-time. Although empirical literature includes studies related to the prediction of user influence (Yadav et al. 2017 ) and influence maximization (Xiao et al. 2013) in social networks, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to propose a model that can construct the social interaction network by predicting communities of users having direct social influence. More specifically, this data-driven approach accounts for the similarity of users' activity and interaction information for any given event or topic using data of such forms evolving over social media or other sharing platforms to predict groups or communities of like-minded users. For instance, this network of direct social interactions enables emergency officials to efficiently disseminate specific information to the target audience and better conduct PSEs or similar largescale events. The contributions of this study are listed below:
1. We present the concept of social interaction networks using large-scale social media data 2. We present three models to characterize social interaction networks:
a. Interest pattern model (IPM) infers well defined patterns of user interests based on their interactions at an aggregate-level. b. User interest pattern model (UIPM) captures userspecific variations in the interest patterns. However, UIPM is only limited to inferring user-specific patterns and does not account for the user connectivity. c. Community interest pattern model (CIPM) jointly infers user communities and their interaction patterns by taking both user connectivity and topics of interest into account.
3. We demonstrate how to target specific nodes within the identified communities by running network models proposed in the network science literature.
Data description and analysis
In this study, we used the Twitter REST API searching for the keyword 'purdue' and obtained 56,159 tweets over a month. Each tweet consisted of several words and user mentions which co-appeared with the keyword 'purdue' and resembled higher likelihood of a Twitter subscriber belonging to the Purdue University community. During the course of data collection, we observed two big events, namely Purdue Day of Giving and Senator Bernie Sanders's visit to Purdue University as part of Indiana Primary Election 2016. Next, we construct the 'purdue' specific online social interaction networks by considering the user mentions. In Twitter, users can post-tweets up to 140 characters and each data point can be stored as a tuple Tweet once collected with the following information: tweet_created_at, user_id, user_screen_name, user_location, user_name, user_fol-lowers_count, user_friends_count, user_statuses_count, user_favourites_count,, user_listed_count, user_mention, tweet_retweeted, tweet_lat, tweet_lon}. For this study, we are interested in using a sub-tuple tweet to infer the links of direct influence that finally evolves into a highly connected network of a given context: Based on the above tweets, there is a directed link from user 709920419529281537 to user 3239853627 and from user 709920419529281537 to 325069363. Please refer to Fig. 1a , b for the details of this network construction. By running the twitter REST API between April 16, 2016 and May 16, 2016 for four consecutive weeks, we were able to obtain 56,159 tweets for the query 'purdue' after initial data cleaning for non-English tweets and common stop words. 20,645 of these tweets did not include any user mentions, however, the rest of the tweets included at least one user mention in each tweet (see Fig. 2 to see the number of tweets collected for each day). The differences in the amount of user mentions in the tweets over days are also presented in Fig. 2 . It can be clearly seen that the number of tweets having user mentions is almost twice as the number of tweets without mentions every day. These tweets primarily contribute to the formation of networks of direct social influence, i.e., social interaction networks. The top 100 most frequent words contribute approximately 32.5% of all the words that appeared in the collected data. Analyzing the dataset, we have identified 34,363 unique users and 38,442 unique undirected links (39,709 links if direction is considered). The undirected network data (observed) are presented in Fig. 3 . The degree distributions of such network follows 'power law' which is indicative of the existence of fewer nodes having higher levels of interactions and many other nodes having very few interactions. This represents the scale-free property of many real networks (Barabási and Albert 1999; Clauset et al. 2009; Newman 2003; Sadri et al. 2018b) (Fig. 1c,  d ). Although recent findings suggest a controversy of their existence itself (Broido and Clauset 2018; Klarreich 2018) , however, more rigorous definitions and detection methods of power-law distributions are now proposed which allow the distributions to deviate from a pure power law (Voitalov et al. 2018) . We also determine the existence of common users and links (mentions) in each day of data collection with respect to the most active day (May 3, 2016). From Fig. S1 we observe that a minimum of 155 and a maximum of 462 users were Social Network Analysis and Mining (2019) 9:11 11 active on Twitter (tweeting about Purdue) for a given day out of 4,192 unique users that were active on May 3. Likewise, Fig. S2 suggests, a minimum of 17 and a maximum of 117 common links were observed in the 4 consecutive weeks with respect to the most active day when a total of 3750 user mentions have been observed. We present the heatmap over time using logarithmic color scales for the top 50 most frequent words in Fig. 4 . The annual big event Purdue Day of Giving was on April 27, 2016 and Senator Bernie Sanders' visited Purdue University on the same day. Relevant keywords such as 'purduedayofgiving' and 'sanders' showed highest intensity on April 27, 2016 ( Fig. 4 ).
The dataset selection was due to its relevance in the study of information sharing patterns of specific topics related to Purdue University. Special events affect this behavior over time. Different combinations of words appear in specific topics on which users interact with one another using the user mention feature of Twitter. The frequently appeared words, as presented in Fig. 4 , also suggest the emergence of event specific topics such as Purdue Day of Giving and Senator Bernie Sanders's visit during Indiana Primary among others. Celebrity players of Purdue such as Anthony Brown (football), Spike Albrecht (basketball) and others also contributed to the development of many topics. For details, please see our discussion on IPM results.
Modeling approach: formulation and estimation
In this paper, we present several models for inferring user interests and communities from the interactions found in social media data: (1) interest pattern model (IPM) infers user interest patterns at an aggregate-level, (2) user interest pattern model (UIPM) accounts for the user-specific variations in the interest patterns only based on words or text, and (3) community interest pattern model (CIPM) can jointly infer user communities and interest patterns based on both words and users mentioned in the data. Our hypothesis is that interactions in social media platforms can be described through representative topics which are the distributions of specific words. To infer these topics, we use topic models or Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al. 2003) which have been widely used in machine learning research (Twitter in particular) (Hong and Davison 2010; Kim and Shim 2014) . While dealing with unlabeled text data that requires natural language processing, LDA is a highly acceptable framework in the machine learning literature as compared to other predictive or classification algorithms such as support vector machine, Naive Bayes among others. The main idea here is to find the emergence of different topics in a large corpus of documents. Thus, each document can be modeled as a mixture of topics and each topic as a distribution of words (words being the smallest data unit). We present our CIPM formulation as a significant extension to LDA to be able to predict social interaction communities and user interest pattern simultaneously. We also present a Gibbs sampling approach to estimate the model parameters.
A topic model is a generative model that follows a probabilistic process for generating documents based on a set of straightforward probabilistic sampling rules. This process explains how words in a document can be generated based on some latent variables, i.e., topics that evolve in a document. The overall procedure includes the following steps (Steyvers and Griffiths 2007) : (1) select a distribution over topics to make a new document, (2) for each word in the document, select a topic randomly and then a word from that topic following that distribution. The process can also be reversed and the set of topics that generate the collection of documents can be obtained. The model fitness of such generative models should find the best set of latent variables (i.e., topics of the documents) based on which the observed data can be reasonably explained (i.e., words in the documents). The generative process, as discussed above, does not assume any specific ordering of the words ('bag-of-words' assumption in natural language processing) in a document (Steyvers and Griffiths 2007) and the frequency of word appearance in a document is the only information that is relevant. The ordering of the words can be useful at times, however, this is not captured by topic models. A topic model can also be applied to other types of discrete data.
Interest pattern model (IPM)
Formally speaking, the problem of identifying various social interaction topics is to determine K latent patterns through k for k ∈ {1, 2, … K} and each topic k is a distribution of different words. A word is defined as the basic unit of data to be selected from a set of possible words of size W , a user tweets about N topics, and the user can contribute to the collection of M tweets. The generative process is summarized below (see Fig. 5a ): Social Network Analysis and Mining (2019) 9:11 11
Now, given M tweets, K topics over W unique words, the main objectives of the inference of topic pattern classifications are:
1. Find the probability of a word w given each topic k ,
is represented with Kmultinomial distributions over words of size W 2. Find the probability of a topic k for a word in tweet m ,
The above model views the topic pattern as a probability distribution over words and tweeting activities as a mixture of these patterns. From K topics, the probability of i-th word in a given tweet m is:
Here, z i is the latent variable referring to the pattern from which the i-th word is drawn, P w i |z i = j indicates the probability of word w i under the j-th pattern and P(z i = j|m) is the probability of selecting a word from pattern j in the tweet m . Intuitively, P(w|z) determines the importance of a word in forming a pattern and P(z|m) determines the prevalence of the pattern in different tweets. The complete model of pattern generation by IPM follows:
Here, and are hyper-parameters for the prior distributions of and respectively. We assume Dirichlet prior distributions which are conjugate to the multinomial distributions.
The joint distribution of words and patterns P(w, z) written as:
The first term can be written as (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) :
(2) P(w, z) = P(w|z)P(z) here n w k is the number of times word w is assigned to pattern k and n (⋅) k = ∑ W w−1 n w k . The second term can be written as:
here n k m is the number of times a word from tweet m is assigned to pattern k and n (⋅) m = ∑ K k−1 n k m . A pattern can be assigned to a word using the following conditional distribution (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) :
here, n −i is the count excluding the current pattern assignment of z i . The first ratio expresses the probability of word w i in pattern k and the second ratio expresses the probability of pattern k in the tweet m.
User interest pattern model (UIPM)
IPM, as discussed above, when applied over all the users assumes that each tweet consists of topic discussion of a unique user. It does not capture the user-level variation of the evolving topics, i.e., the user-level topic patterns. We extend IPM to UIPM to infer the user-specific patterns and the probabilistic generative process of UIPM is summarized below (see Fig. 5b ):
The difference of this model formulation as compared to the previous one is that the second term of Eq. 1 can be rewritten as follows:
here n k u is the number of times a word from user u is assigned to pattern k and n (⋅) u = ∑ K k−1 n k u . A user-specific pattern can be assigned using the following conditional distribution:
here, n −i is the count excluding the current pattern assignment of z i . The first ratio expresses the probability of word w i in pattern k and the second ratio expresses the probability of pattern k in the tweeting activities of user u . This is different from the author-topic model (Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004 ) because an author-topic model is a generative model where an author is randomly selected for each document, whereas we assume that each user has a distribution of topics before generating each tweet. In our formulation, a user is treated as an additional layer before each tweet. That is why we represent user as a plate in Fig. 5b instead of a circle as represented in Fig. 1c in Rosen-Zvi et al. (2004) .
Community interest pattern model (CIPM)
UIPM is limited to only capturing user-specific variations in the emerging topics. It does not capture the community-level variation of the evolving topics, i.e., the community-level topic patterns. In this section, we extend the topic model to CIPM where community-specific patterns are represented. CIPM accounts for both community structures and user interests based on both words and users mentioned in the tweets. Each user mentioned in a given tweet by another user contributes to the higher likelihood of these two users belonging to the same community.
The probabilisFigatic generative process for the model is summarized below (see Fig. 5c ):
i. Select a community c for the topic m ii. For each word i in the tweet m A. Select a user x from c to be mentioned as observed in the tweet
A community-specific pattern can be assigned using the following conditional distribution:
Here, n −i is the count excluding the current pattern assignment of z i . The first ratio expresses the probability of word w i in patternk , the second ratio expresses the probability of pattern k in the tweeting activities of user u and the third ratio expresses the probability of user x in the tweeting activities of user u.
Parameter estimation
There are various approximation techniques for estimating the parameters of this model (Blei et al. 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) . We used the Gibbs sampling approach proposed by (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) . The algorithm can be found in detail in (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) . Only a brief description of the approach is provided here. To estimate the model parameters, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure is used. In MCMC, samples are taken from a Markov chain constructed to converge to a target distribution. In our model, each state of the chain is the assignment of a pattern to a word and the transition from one state to another follows a specific rule based on Gibbs sampling approach (Robert 2007) . In this procedure, the next state is reached by sampling the variables from a conditional distribution which specifies the distribution of the variables conditioned on the current assignment of all other variables and the observations. The parameters of IPM, representing the hidden patterns, can be computed as:
The parameters of UIPM can be computed as: finally, CIPM model parameters are computed as:
We implemented our model formulations using Python programming language to process the data and estimate model parameters. Cython, an extension of Python, was used to write the core computational steps of Gibbs sampling procedure that reduced the computational time significantly. The number of input words and user mention sequence, the number of latent patterns, and the number of samples determine the actual time required to estimate the model parameters. A typical setup for the input data used in the paper took less than an hour to estimate the IPM and UIPM parameters, however, more than 4 h in case of CIPM.
Results
The model selection was based on perplexity-a metric to measure the predictive capacity of the model to infer the unseen data in each run. In machine learning, perplexity is a commonly used metric to report the performance of a probabilistic model that refers to the average likelihood of obtaining a test data set given a set of model parameters. Perplexity can be defined as the exponential of the negative of average predictive likelihood of a test data given a model (Griffiths and Steyvers 2004) . In this study, the algorithm was run for different number of topic patterns (K) and perplexity in each run was computed. Next, the optimal number of patterns was selected based on perplexity values. For a given set of words { w m } and m ∈ D test given a model , Perplexity of a test data set can be defined as:
where N m is the number of words in each topic m and p (w m |) can be derived from Eq. (1).
To estimate perplexity values, the data set was randomly split with 90% of the users in the training set with the rest in the test set; the parameters of the topic model on the training data set were estimated; and finally the perplexity values on the test data set were computed. While a lower value of perplexity refers to a better model performance, an increase in the number of topics reduces the perplexity and there is no significant improvement beyond a certain number of topics (Fig. 6 ).
IPM patterns
Based on perplexity values, K = 100 was selected for running the Gibbs algorithm for finding the topic patterns. Table 1 presents the results of the topic model applied to the data. Although 100 latent patterns were estimated, only a few
insightful and interesting patterns are reported here and explained along with the probabilities of the top 10 words in each topic (Table 1) :
• Patterns 1, 41, and 48 resemble academic interests within Purdue University community • Pattern 97 shows relevance to Purdue alumni and their activities • Pattern 7 reflects user (students) interest related to convocation and graduation which typically occur during mid-May for the Spring semester • Pattern 11 conveys user (students) concern about tuition fees IPM results indicate that the proposed model is a useful tool to find the latent patterns of user interests and interactions in social media. The observed patterns primarily contain the campus-wide activities with a higher concentration of user interactions about regular weekend games. The model can capture unique special events or annual big events. IPM thus also allows to eliminate irrelevant social interactions. Traditional survey techniques hardly can infer such user interest metric based on social interactions.
UIPM patterns
In this section, we present the results from user interest pattern model (UIPM). Similar to IPM model selection, we use perplexity values to determine the number of interest patterns to be estimated. Figure 6 presents the results for perplexity measurements for UIPM. Based on these perplexity values we select K = 100 for estimating the model parameters. Table 2 presents a few of the user interest patterns estimated and the probability of the top 10 words for each pattern reported. We discuss about patterns that are specific to the two large and unique events that we observed during the course of data collections (Fig. 7 come of the event (Pattern 1), i.e., Senator Sanders' winning the primary election, users such as 16664309, 721428816971894000, 123269504 and others interacted were likely to interact long before the event (Pattern 56). On the other hand, Pattern 21 is indicative of user interactions the event. • Patterns 19, 20, and 25 capture user interaction about the annual large campus event Purdue Day of Giving • While Pattern 19 demonstrates user interactions before the event, i.e., supporting the cause of the event, pattern 20 suggests user interactions after the event since the users discussed abut record breaking grant collected this year.
Similar to IPM, as discussed in the previous section, these user-level patterns demonstrate the applicability of our modeling approach to extract the hidden underlying patterns of user-specific interests. The reported patterns contain the likely interests of the users on various social interactions. We also report the top users for each of the interest patterns along with their corresponding probabilities. These users indicate the top contributors for the corresponding patterns. It is also important to note here that a user's social interactions can be modeled as a mixture of patterns since the user can have varied interests that belong to few specific patterns and a user can iterate the same pattern several times. In addition to the word proportions for a given pattern, the UIPM can also determine user-specific pattern proportions ( ̂k u ). These pattern proportions can be used to find the similarity among the users based on their interest and social interactions. From the subgraph visualizations of the top 10 users for each pattern listed in Table 2 , we observe in Fig. 7 that these users are highly connected to each having more weighted social interactions. This justifies the exclusive purpose of considering the user mentions, i.e., links of social interaction networks which is why we extend our UIPM formulation to CIPM that can obtain community-specific pattern as discussed in details in the next section.
CIPM patterns
In this section, we present the results from community interest pattern model (CIPM). Similar to IPM and UIPM model selection based on perplexity values (Fig. 6 ), we select K = 100 for estimating the CIPM model parameters and assign the users into 40 different communities to explain the community patterns (18,077 users, K = 100, C = 40, p ≥ 0.025). For 100 topics, we run the CIPM for different number of communities and present the variation in the number of users that can be assigned into C different number of communities with probability greater or equal to 1/C (Fig. 8) . We observe that maximum number of users are assigned when K = C = 100. Although a user can belong to any community with certain probability, however, we set the minimum probability threshold as 1/C to assign users in various communities. To better analyze the community patterns inferred by CIPM, we visualize and discuss about the largest connected components (LCC) of two community patterns (community 2 and community 3) for the user assignment to 40 communities in which the maximum probability that a user can belong is considered (Please see Fig. 9a for the distribution of user assignment in communities). Table 3 presents the community interest patterns estimated and the probability of the top 10 words for each interest pattern to which users, assigned to community 2 (C-2) and community 3 (C-3), had their maximum contribution. The LCC's of the top 4 communities: C-1, C-21, C-3 and C-2 (according to the size, respectively) are presented in Fig. 9b . To present CIPM results, we discuss below some key community and interest patterns for the top 4 communities:
• All the users, assigned to any given community, belong to their respective communities with at least 2.5% probability. These assignments are based both on topic similarity and mention similarity • C-1 LCC and C-21 LCC, respectively, include 4.21% and 3.96% of all the users (21,045) that exist in the LCC of the original graph (please refer to the center of Fig. 3 ) • Almost all the users assigned in C-2 LCC primarily contributed to Pattern 1 (captures overall interest about Purdue University and its logo BoilerUp) except for user 714816804858630144 who had interest more towards Pattern 5. However, all these users belong to the same community (C-2) because of their mention similarity, i.e., high connectivity as presented in Fig. 9b • Likewise, 32 users belong to C-3 LLC where many users also expressed primary interest about Pattern 1 and some contributed to other topics such as Pattern 23, 62, 91, and 99
As an extension to UIPM, as discussed in the previous section, our CIPM formulation is capable of capturing community-level patterns by accounting for the hidden underlying patterns of user-specific interests. The reported patterns contain the likely interests of the users on various social interactions and their likelihood of belonging to certain communities as inferred from their user mentions. In addition to the word proportions for a given pattern, the CIPM can also determine community-specific pattern proportions ( ̂c u ). These pattern proportions can be used to find the similarity among the users based on their connectivity and social interactions. From the subgraph visualizations of the top 4 communities, we observe in Fig. 10a that several users in C-3 LCC are not only connected by user mentions but also highly weighted. This demonstrates how CIPM can jointly infer user communities and interests in social interaction networks. CIPM can also classify nodes in a large graph based on their community assignment as presented in Fig. 11 . 
Applications
The interdependence between complex networks having dynamic, irregular structure and the functional behavior of the network agents has significant outcomes when the robustness and resilience of a real network is considered and the way networks respond to targeted failure due to external disturbances as suggested in the Network Science literature (Albert and Barabási 2002; Albert et al. 2000; Newman 2010 Newman , 2003 Boccaletti et al. 2006) . The prevalence of networked systems has resulted in several studies with applications in various domains over the last decade.
A few examples of such studies may include travel demand network (Saberi et al. 2017) , the Common wealth trade network , contagion of risk perception during crisis (Hasan and Ukkusuri 2011) , disease transmission (Anderson et al. 1992; Murray 2002) , email networks and computer virus transmission (Balthrop et al. 2004; Newman et al. 2002) , power grid networks (Kinney et al. 2005; Sachtjen et al. 2000) , market disruptions (Sornette 2009), information propagation (Coleman et al. 1966) , and many others. Such studies primarily focused on exploring In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of inferring communities in social interaction networks, being more specific to the transportation research domain. Effective information dissemination is a key to successfully arrange Planned Special Events (PSE), briefly discussed as our motivation in Sect. 1. Organizing PSEs have several challenges including parking management, crowd management, pedestrian facility design, and special facility for senior citizens and handicapped individuals, providing transit facility for captive riders among others. In addition, police enforcements often need to close several streets for security reasons, manage crowds who walk together to the location and guide motorists to specific routes who are unfamiliar with the area. Individuals attending these events travel by various travel modes, i.e., walk, private car, and public transit. However, despite several operational needs and technical requirements to manage PSEs, the empirical literature does not provide any guidance to local traffic managers and emergency response personnel to identify targeted groups or communities and disseminate travel specific information.
For example, by running relevant network models for Community 3 (see previous section for details), we report both graph-level and node-level properties in Table 4 . Node level properties are important to understand the role of different nodes (network agents) on the information propagation at a local scale and identify the nodes that can play important role during a crisis or emergency because of their higher access to many other nodes. The ego node of the largest hub, user 615833064 in C-3 with degree score 22, depicts its influential position in the largest connected component of C-3 ( Fig. 10b ) when accessibility from a given node to many other nodes is considered. This user account on Twitter belongs to Spike Albrecht who is a college basketball player from Crown Point, Indiana and he will play for the Purdue Boilermaker Team for the 2016-17 season. While a node degree is the number of edges adjacent to that node, average neighbor degree refers the mean degree of the neighborhood. On the other hand, transitivity implies that two nodes are highly likely to be connected in a network, given each of the nodes are connected to some other node. This is indicative of heightened number of triangles (sets of three nodes each of which is connected to each of the others) that exist in real networks (expressed in terms of clustering (Newman 2003) . In case of social networks, transitivity refers to the fact that the friend of one's friend is likely also to be the friend of that person. This property is dominant for user 1180961940 in C-3 although it has very low degree as compared to user 615833064. Network Density is a graph-level property that is frequently used in the sociological literature (Scott 2012) . The density is 0 for a graph without any link between nodes and 1 for a completely connected graph. While the eccentricity of a node in a graph is the maximum distance (number of steps or hops) from that node to all other nodes; radius and diameter are the minimum and maximum eccentricity observed among all nodes, respectively. For C-3, we observe that the radius is 3 and diameter equals 5. Centrality measures indicate how central a given node in the network. Betweenness centrality of a node is the sum of the fraction of all-pairs of shortest path that pass through that node (Brandes 2001 (Brandes , 2008 Brandes and Pich 2007) . Closeness centrality of a node is the reciprocal of the sum of the shortest path distances from node to all other nodes in the graph. Closeness is normalized by the sum of minimum possible distances of all other nodes since the sum of the distances depend on the number of nodes in the graph (Freeman 1978) for details. Higher values of closeness imply higher centrality and user 615833064 is the most central node in the largest connected component of C-3 (Table 4 ).
The properties of social interaction networks, as observed in this study, have fundamental implications towards effective information dissemination. For example, removal of hubs (high degree nodes) would cause major disruption and network agents would fail to communicate since the regular length of path will increase because of many disconnected pairs of nodes. For any Planned Special Event (PSE), the assembling of vehicles and pedestrians in a short amount of time cause transportation and transit authorities to often encounter significant challenges in controlling the induced traffic coming from different origins before the event and departing from the event location after the event.
Conclusions
In this study, we are interested in jointly modeling the interests and social interactions among users in a social sharing platform within a unified modeling framework. The work is motivated by the observation that a link between two users is not only determined by interest similarity, but also affected by the community ties between the users. Indeed, in-town users are more likely to be influenced by their friends (as compared to those out-of-town), and researchers are more likely to cite papers presented at the conferences they attend or in the journals they read. This is evident since users are inherently more aware of the activity in their community and might not be aware of relevant activity outside it. By accounting for both topic similarity and social network relations, we can better identify the reasons for the presence or absence of a link, and, in turn, find improved user interaction topics and communities. This paper demonstrates the uses of large-scale data available from different social sharing platforms to characterize and measure social network influence. We observe that user interactions in such networks follows power-law indicating fewer nodes in with higher levels of interactions and many other nodes with less interactions. We develop several pattern inference models: (1) interest pattern model (IPM) infers population-level user interest patterns, (2) user interest pattern model (UIPM) accounts for user-level variations of interests based on the texts generated from social interactions, and (3) community interest pattern model (CIPM) jointly infers user communities and interests based on text and users mentioned in the tweets. These models are expected to leverage the process of information dissemination in targeted communities by having both the knowledge user interest and interactions in a social sharing environment. Predicting user communities will allow local emergency planners to implement proactive event management plans across different special events. These networks of direct social influence can further be used to conduct different network experiments such as influence maximization, community detection, identifying influential nodes and many others.
The study is limited to a university-specific data and the patterns are explained for the communities and user interests that belong to only Purdue University. The data also suffer from lack of representativeness and sampling biases due to the limited collection period of 1 month. We also note here the scalability and computational issues of our proposed algorithms for real-world applications given the large size of the data. However, the methodologies presented in this study would be useful to predict user communities based on their interaction and interests in various social sharing platforms.
